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Many books damaged in library
By Scott Roberts
News editor

Many students were put at a
great inconvenience on the night of
February 5 as one or several individu
als broke into Benner Library and
knocked several thousand books off
the shelves. Estimates run between
10,000 and 15,000 books knocked off
the shelves and 250-500 books need
ing some kind of repair according to
Kathy Boyens, Director of Benner
Library.
The incident happened be
tween 12 and 6 a.m. on the third floor
of the library where most of the gen
eral science books and some art books
are held. According to Steve DeBoard,
Director, of Public Safety, 2-4 people
probably did the damage. Security is
not quite sure how they got in. Possi
bilities are either this group of people
stayed after curfew or got in through
the fish bowl. The damage probably
took about an hour to 'accom plish'
DeBoard said.
“The Bourbonnais Police De
partment is involved in trying to solve
this crime. Not only is there a law
against destruction of public property,
but there is also a law against institu
tional vandalism in schools and a law
against library destruction; both are
felonies.
The biggest problem with the
destruction was trying to clean it up
again. “Not only did we not have the
manpower, it would have taken for
ever,” Boyens said. Students and staff
worked all day Saturday to sort out
the books again and then the school
had to bring in Hallett, a service that
specializes in organizing libraries.

Books were strewn all over the library floor on February 5.
It took over a week to put the books back again and many
books will need repairs. (Photo courtesy o f Kathy Boyens)

Books were thrown into
waist high piles in some
places. (Photo courtesy of
Kathy Boyens)

Some of the bindings were
broken on larger books.
(Photo courtesy of Kathy
Boyens)

“They had experience in moving books
from building to building, but never
anything like this,” Boyens said. The
total cost of the company was between
$3,500 and $5,000, final estimates
have not come out yet. Insurance
should pay for most of the cost.
Worse than the financial cost
of the repairs are the inconveniences
suffered by students during the repair
time. Total repair time was about a
week, and during the first couple of
days third floor was closed completely.
After the first few days, part of third
floor was open, but students still could
not use all of the books. “Students
would come with their call numbers
for the books and we would try to find
them, but sometimes we just couldn’t,”
said Boyens.
Because o f this and other
pranks in the library in the past, secu
rity is pondering closing the fish bowl
at the same time as the rest of the li
brary to prevent things like this from
happening again.
Olivet Security is offering a
$300 reward for any information on
this case. If you have information, you
can either go to the public safety
website and the silent witness link, or
come by the security office. Accord
ing to DeBoard, “The first one to tell
usually gets the break. We will go
easier on that person than the others
later.”
Many people are outraged that
someone could even think to do some
thing like knock 15,000 books over.
“How would they feel if someone came
in and messed up all their stuff?”
DeBoard said. “They would be out
raged.” Boyens said, “What did they
have to gain by doing this? What did
this prove?”

Olivets Education Department prepares
for NCATE visit in April
By Erin Rumbley
Executive editor

Olivet’s Department of Edu
cation is working hard to prepare for
the upcoming NCATE visit. This visit
will decide whether or not the
education program will receive
accreditation.
From April 6-10, 12 people
from NCATE will be on Olivet’s
campus looking at exhibits the
department will set up, observing
classes and interviewing professors
and students. They will be looking to
see what Olivet has been doing to
prepare for the visit and will be

reviewing that work.
The program to move to
wards accreditation began five years
ago, according to department chair Dr.
Karen Lea. They began by analyzing
programs and deciding what research
to base education programs on. The
department also began an assessment
program and worked to teach students
what they would need to know as
teachers. They talked with school
administrators in the area and
determined.what they were expecting
a teacher to be.
Once the department had
collected all of this information, they

started working toward making
changes and receiving accreditation.
Accreditation made us look in-depth at
why we do what we do, Dr. Lea Said.
AWe had to justify everything we do.
It was a very thorough and very
positive experience.
Accreditation is important to
the program because it will benefit
01ivet=s students and make it easier
for them to transfer their teaching
license from one state to another. It
will also give Olivet national
recognition among schools with
education programs.
When the representatives

from NCATE arrive on campus in
April, they will be looking to see
what kind of work the department
has been doing. They will be looking
at all kinds of issues, from what kind
of technology students are being
taught, to how well education
students are equipped to handle a
diverse classroom. The representa
tives will even be allowed to visit
classrooms where Olivet students are
doing student teaching and will
evaluate the program based on how
well those students perform.
While the visit is coming
soon, the department will not receive
the results until next Thanksgiving.
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Changes in housing next semester
By Scott Roberts
News editor

Due to ever increasing popula
tion at Olivet, a lot of changes will be
made in housing next year, especially
qualified housing. New apartments will
be added and more people will be eli
gible for them according to Wendi
Santee, Associate Dean for Student
Development.
First, the changes in on cam
pus dorms. Next year, Parrott Hall will
become three floors freshman girls and
only one floor of upperclassmen girls.
Nesbitt Hall will be changed to the top
two floors freshman and the bottom
two upperclassmen. The students
forced out because of this change will
be given “a fair shot” at other housing

next semester, according to Santee.
The next changes have to do
with qualified housing, or the apart
ments. Qualified housing would be
Howe Hall, Gibson Hall, University
Place, Bresee West, and the rest of the
Grand Apartments.
First o f all, sophomores will
be able to apply for qualified hous
ing. Also, University Place will be
come honors housing, applicants need
ing a special set of rules determined
by a point system above regular quali
fied housing to get in. In this point
system, students will get points for
class, how few chapel skips and other
discip lin ary m easures, and in
tiebreakers, GPA. There will be no

University Place will become
Honors housing next year,
exclusively for seniors.
(Photo from Olivet website)
same room sign up for Honors hous
ing.
Grand Apartments are not as
nice as University Place because they

do not have their own bedrooms like
University Place does, according to
Santee. In all qualified housing, there
are no room checks but students are
still expected in at curfew, they think
students are responsible enough to be
in themselves. If a student is caught
coming in too late many times, action
will be taken. Also in the apartments
there are open dorms, every Tuesday
and Saturday.
A pplications for q ualified
housing can be picked up March 4 and
must be turned in by March 11. Stu
dents will know before the end of the
school year if they will be living in
qualified housing next year.

“Diamond” at the
Wanted: Mr. ONU
Doves

Come and see who will strip the crown from reigning
king Bryce Gernand. A certain Corey T. Wilson will be trying
to win the elusive crown for the fourth straight year. Don’t
miss this exciting event!

When: March 8
Time: 8 p.m.
Where: Chalfant Hall
Tickets: $2.00 in advance, $3.00 at the door

Be there or wish you had been!
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By Ryan Cummings
News writer

B ill “D iam ond” D ew ees,
Shine 89.7 station manager, has been
nominated and accepted the task of
being a judge for the radio competition
of the Dove Awards. Dewees is one
of five people judging in the major
market category for radio from such
cities as Chicago, New York, Los
Angeles, Washington D.C. and many
other top locations. Every year the
Dove Awards (Christian equivalent to
the Grammy’s) airs on such stations
as the Family Channel, TBN, CBN,
and WGN. Other categories besides
radio include: Artist of the Year, Song
of the Year, Male Vocalist of the Year,
Female Vocalist of the Year, and Group
of the Year, just to name a few.
The radio stations are judged
on four basic criteria and they include:
community involvement, air-check,
ratings, and industry leadership.
Community involvement shows the
stations p articip atio n in events,
promotions, and news coverage and
allows the judges to see their ministry
impact and responsiveness to the needs
and problems facing their market. Aircheck lets the judges listen to actual
programming from the station (i.e.,

songs played on the radio,
commercials aired, etc.). Stations also
m ust show exceptional ratings or
exceptional grow th. Finally, the
station must show how they have been
a positive force in helping to improve
the genre of Christian radio. Judges
will take into consideration all four of
these categories and give them scores
out o f 30 for (C om m unity
Involvement), 30 for (Air-Check), 30
for (Ratings), and 10 for (Industry
Leadership). As Dewees finishes up
his judging this week, he will have
looked at over 30 entries and listened
to over 30 hours o f prom os,
programming, and public service.
The winners of the awards are
notified no later than three weeks
before the 33rd Annual Dove Awards
(April 25th, 2002). They will receive
two Dove Award tickets and will be
announced live on the Dove Awards
telecast. The winners in each category
are announced live, on camera, at the
2002 Dove Awards at the Opry House
in Nashville Tennessee. Dewees is
excited about this opportunity and
looks forward to possible Dove Award
nominations for Shine 89.7.

Christmas in April
coming soon
By Kindra Arwood
News writer

Well, it’s April, so that means
it’s alm ost C hristm astim e again!
Christmas in April will be taking place
soon this year. Christmas in April is a
program Olivet students, faculty, and
sta ff have an opportunity to get
involved in that repairs and renovates
the homes of low-income families, as

well as the homes of the elderly and
people with disabilities.
In past years, there have been
a number of students, faculty, and staff
involved in this program. Students can
contact Kathy Jew ell, director of
Community Life, if they are interested
in getting involved this year.
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Music Man devastates III.
By Erin Rumbley
Executive editor

OK, so the Music Man isn’t
The musical was well re began early in the semester and has
really devastating Illinois, and the ceived by the audience, and the cast has taken a lot of time and effort from all
headline for this article is twice the size enjoyed each performance. “I’ve of the performers, but as Spurgeon
it should be, but if you look closely always wanted to do this,” senior said, “It’s very tiring, but worth it.”
during the opening scene of The Music Heather Day said. “My character is a
Sophomore DeJuan Shelby
Man this weekend in Kresge Audito blast to portray.”
has enjoyed being a part of the musical
rium, you might just see this headline
The musical tells the story of this year and the way the cast has
on the train to River City. The Music traveling salesman Harold Hill (played worked together throughout the
Man- is being presented by Olivet’s by senior Phil Dannewitz) and his plan production. ‘“We’ve all become
music and theater departments. The to con the people o f River City, Iowa. friends. W e’ve gotten on each other’s
musical opened last weekend with near He convinces the townspeople that nerves, but we’ve worked it out,” he
sell-out crowds on Friday and they need to have a boy’s band and said. “I’ve wanted to do this ever since
Saturday nights and a group of sells them all of the instruments and I was a little boy. I love doing all the
children from local schools on Friday even uniforms for the boys. He also crazy dances like Shipoopi.”
morning.
promises to teach the boys how to play,
“Although I had to sacrifice
“Last weekend was a great even though he “don’t know one note my hair, nearly a week’s worth of
success,” junior Danielle Spurgeon from another.” However, before Hill nights and half my grade in most of my
said. “We are getting a great response can skip town with all of the money, he classes, this has been one of the best
from the community and having one falls for Marian, the town’s librarian times of my life,” said freshman Andy
weekend under our belt gives us (played by senior Anne Wadsworth) Maynard, who plays Charlie Cowell,
confidence for the performances this and all of his plans are changed.
Hill’s nemesis in the musical.
weekend.”
Work on The Music Man
The set for The Music Man is

Olivet booth an
attraction at Bears
convention
By Erin Rumbley
Executive editor

During the Bears fan conven
tion in Chicago last weekend, the
Olivet booth was a place for players
and fans to stop by and learn more
about where the Bears will spend their
summer training camp. The booth
offered information about the area and
how to find Olivet. They also sold
license plate frames and t-shirts
promoting the Bears visit to
Bourbonnais, and had a drawing for a
free night at the are Holiday Inn.
“It was a great experience,”
Heather Kinzinger, the director of
communications and publications at
Olivet said. Kinzinger attended the
convention and helped answer ques
tions and talk with Bears fans.
“A lot of people wanted to
know where Olivet was,” Kinzinger
said. “They wanted to know how to get
here and what road they should take.”
Several people from the Bourbonnais
area stopped by the table as well and
were excited because the training
camp is so close.
B ears play er R. W.
McQuarters is excited about coming to
Olivet this summer because thëre is a
Wal-Mart close by. In the past, the
Bears camp has been at the University
of Wisconsin-Platteville, without a
nearby Wal-Mart.
Another player, Phil Daniels
asked if Olivet has_air-conditioning in

the weight room and in
the
dorm
room s.
Kinzinger was happy to
tell him that both areas
will be air-conditioned
this summer.
Thew ives of
some players and coaches
are also excited about
having training camp
here in Bourbonnais.
They were glad to learn
about shopping stores
and restaurants in the
area, and were also
excited about Hidden
Cove being in the area to
give their kids some
thing to do.
The goal of
Olivet’s booth at the
convention was to intro
duce the public to Olivet
and answer any ques
tions they had. It was a
positive experience for
Kinzinger and the other
Olivet representatives
and allowed Bears fans
from all over the Mid
west to learn more about
O livet
and
the
Bourbonnais area. “Ev
eryone seemed to be
excited about this,”
Kinzinger said.

brightly colored and larger than life.
“We were trying to make it
cartoonish,” said freshman Andy
Wright, the shop foreman. “We got
sick of the pink paint, but then we put
some other stuff with it, and it didn’t
look so bad.” Wright did a lot of work
on the set, from 5 -10 or 11 p.m.
several nights leading up to the
musical. Several people worked with
Wright on the set, including Laura
Gume, Dan Aumiller and Steven
Reyes, as well as people from the
Music Drama class.
The Music Man will be
presented again on Feb. 28 and March
1 & 2 at 7:30 each night. Tickets are
$5.00 for students and seniors and
$7.50 for adults. If you go, don’t
forget to look for the GlimmerGlass
headline in the opening scene.
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freshfaces...Troy Sixberry
Tidbits on T roy 5

Amanda Beck
Features writer

Although the behind-the-scenes
folks at Olivet are often overlooked,
it is their work that keeps the body of
this campus running like a well-oiled
machine. From the workers in Marriott
who fix our food to the maintenance
people, like my old boss Carl Koerner
(say hello to him if you are in McHie),
who keep things clean with smiles on
their faces, the staff do a tremendously
under-appreciated, w ell-done job.
Among these giving people is a Fresh
Face, Troy Sixberry, who works for
Computer Services.
Troy’s journey to Olivet began
in his hom etow n o f N ashville,
Michigan. As a child, he dreamed of
becoming a scientist or engineer. “I
started school to be an electronic
engineer but sort of fell into my own
carpet cleaning business and time got
away from me.” In fact, Troy’s carpet
cleaning business would keep him
occupied for 17 years. In addition, he
held several other technical jobs: “I
built airplanes with E-systems, I built
laser cameras with SIE GEO Source,
I was an'auto mechanic, I worked for
Coke-a-Cola.,.” Preparing him even
more for his role at Olivet, Troy also
worked on computers as a side job for
10 years.
So after all of that experience,
what brought Troy to Olivet? Part of
the answer, cliched as it may seem, is
love. He found out about the joh from
his then-fiance, Sondra Dittmer, pro
fessor in the Department of Geology,
who heard about the job from Dr.
Brenda Patterson, chair of the Depart
ment of Physical Education. “She [Dr.
Patterson] is always keeping an eye
out for us. I lived in Ft. Wayne IN,
and planned to move here and look
for work but God provided this posi
tion before I had the chance.” Troy
and Sondra were married last spring,
and it was about that time that he be
gan his work as a PC Repair Techni
cian.
T roy’s jo b keeps him quite
busy. His job includes “keeping the
2,000 faculty, staff and student cam
pus computers usable, trying to keep
an inventory of the computers on cam
pus; getting computers ready to do
nate to Africa Nazarene University
(ANU); and seeing that the work or
ders are taken care of by either one of
my awesome student workers (Ed,
Jacob, Terry, John, Em anuel, and
Adam) or myself.” Troy enjoys his job,
and he especially appreciates the rela
tionships he has with his co-workers.
“I have been extremely impressed
with the Christ-likeness of my boss,
Phillip Stiles. He has truly been an
example of how a Christian should act
and lead. He lets us know that he cares
about our opinion; he always makes

Favorite song: “More
Than You’ll Ever Know”
by Watermark

Favorite ice cream:
Moose
Tracks

Behind the scenes Fresh Face Troy Sixberry and his wife,
Sondra. (Subm itted photo)
time to listen to us, though he is the
busiest one in our department. He al
ways puts others before himself.” Troy
believes that these relationships may
be one reason God has him at Olivet
at this point in his life.
On top of his job, Troy is also
taking a course from none other than
his wife, Prof. Sixberry. What does
he think of this working relationship?
“Seeing her in a classroom environ
ment is great because it gives me a
new aspect on her and her daily life.
.........
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‘“I found fulfillment in
repairing computers and
marrying a scientist.”

dous service to our school with a smile
on his face, simply because it is some
thing he loves to do. Maybe now that
you know a bit about him, when you
turn on your computers, his hard work
will no longer be under-appreciated,
and you can be thankful that such a
wonderful, giving Fresh Face is wait
ing in case something does not work.

Advice for students with
computer problems:
“Close all windows if
possible, remove the
floppy disk and try to
restart your computer
before calling PC Repair.
Honestly, that fixes at least
a third of the problems we
deal with here. But I have
yet to get that to work on
a car...”

Poetry Corner
The following is a poem written by sophomore Amy Lee. If you would
like to contribute to the Poetry Comer, submit your poem to the
GlimmerGlass office in the basement of Ludwig Center.

-Troy Sixberry

some of the challenges she faces, but
now I can see first hand what she is
talking about and appreciate her all the
more.” The homework help is nice,
too. “If I have a question, I don’t have
to wait until the next working day to
ask. Don’t think she makes it too easy
on me; more often than not she will
ask me if I read the assignment before
she’ll answer the question.”
Together, the Sixberrys enjoy
doing a number of things. “We like
fossil hunting, we love to have com
pany and play board games. Some
times, being Sondra is quite the chem
ist, we do fun experiments, ‘Kitchen
Chemistry’, she calls it.” Friends and
family are very important to Troy,
including his daughter Shandell, who
enjoys drawing, music, and “any teen
activity that is going on at church.” In
his limited free time, Troy also en
joys reading with his wife, woodcarv
ing, drawing, and painting.
In a way, Troy has fulfilled his
childhood dream. “I found fulfillment
in repairing computers, and marrying
a scientist.” He’s providing a tremen

W riter’ s Block
By Amy Lee
I am not a poet, I do not claim to be.
But can I write just one? I guess we’ll see.
Poems are supposed to have rhythm and rhyme
And, honestly, all of that suits me just fine.
But it’s just that when I sit down to write,
All euphemisms put up a fight.
They refuse to be recorded as poetry
And overall, it frustrates me.
Fiction is fine, prose is great,
But poetry, I just can’t orchestrate.
So it seems to me, that if you try
Writing a poem should be simple,
So why can’t I?
An author I am, a poet I’m not,
So unless a poem forms from this ink blot,
Right at my desk I will sit here and stay
And hope that a poem will come to me someday.
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Helpful hints: advice on
searching for and getting
the perfect job

Behind the musical: the
story of Meredith and The
Music Man
Erin Laning
Features editor

Andrea Vandersteeg
Features writer

The second semester of the
school year is a busy time for all
students, but for graduating seniors,
the final semester of their last year in
school brings an added amount of
stress and excitement. For many, the
search for the right job following
graduation is difficult, but M ary
Anderson of Counseling and Career
Services has provided some good
information for prospective graduates
to consider.
According to Anderson, if you
haven’t made any type of decisions, as
to post-graduation plans, decide NOW.
Come to a conclusion about what you
would really like to do, then go from
there. The next important step is to
create a resume. While Anderson is
happy to help students with their
resumes, she advises students to gather
the rig h t inform ation. Speak to
relatives or instructors who may think
o f qu alities that you may not
remember to include on your resume.
Choose references who will give a
genuinely good recommendation of
you and your work.
O nce you have a resum e
com pleted, the second step is
circulating it. One of the best ways to
get information about yourself out is
through networking. Networking is
both hearing and receiving
information about a job or person
through a chain o f people. For
example, one student received

an interview after his mother passed
on his resume to a friend. Posting a
resum e online on sites such as
monster.com is another option. Also,
the ISCPA (Illinois Small College
P lacem ent A ssociation) is an
organization that, among other things,
allows the posting of your resume on
line, along with those of other small
Christian college students.
The Counseling and Career
Center’s website (website.olivet.edu/
departments/Career) provides links to
several different job locating services,
including Career Search, which allows
users to view and contact the different
companies centered around a specific
location. While using this service, a
former social work major was able to
learn about 40 social work agencies
close to her hometown - most of which
she did not know existed. While some
of these services ask for a special
password, one can easily be obtained
by m aking an appointm ent w ith
Anderson at the Career Center.
With the economy in its current
state, many companies are not looking
to hire professional, higher paid
employees. Employers are seeking out
people who may not have as much
experience and are willing to start out
with smaller paychecks. Anderson says
not to wait for the perfect job to come
to you, but to “keep your options open
and be content.” The Counseling and
C areer C enter is located in the
basement of Burke, and the staff can
be reached at 939-5243 to set up an
appointment.

A world wide web of possibilities
The Internet is a great resource for searching for a job. The following
web sites are some of the best.

ONU’s Counseling and Career Center
http://www.web.olivet.edu/departments/Career
ONU’s Counseling and Career Center’s web site should be the first
place to look for help in your search.

Monster TRAK
http://www.monstertrak. com
Monster TRAK is one of the best sites around when looking for a job.

Music Man Mania has arrived
on Olivet’s campus. By now, most
people on campus have at least heard
about The Music Man and some have
even attended one of the performances.
The Music Man is more than Olivet’s
Spring Musical for the year 2002; it is
a Broadway musical with an interesting
history.
Meredith Willson, who was
born in 1902 in Mason City, Iowa,
wrote The Music Man. He learned to
play the flute as a child arid went to
Julliard School to study the flute under
Georges Barrere, the world-renown
floutist. W illson was hired as the
principle floutist and piccolo player
for the John Philip Sousa Band and
later jo in e d the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra where he was
first chair flutist. He becam e the
musical director for various radio
programs during the 1930s, 1940s, and
1950s. He composed scores for a
couple o f movies and wrote three
Broadway musicals: The Music Man,
The Unsinkable Molly Brown, and
H ere’s Love.
The Music Man is, of course,
Willson’s most popular musical. The
idea for The Music Man was suggested
by Frank Loesser, who was intrigued
by Willson’s stories of growing up in
Iowa. Willson went through thirty
revisions and wrote over forty songs
before the musical made its debut.
The Music Man opened on
December 19, 1957, at the Majestic
Theatre and featured Robert Preston
as Harold Hill and Barbara Cook as
Marian Paroo, the town librarian. It
ran for 1,375 shows-and won eight
Tony awards, including Best Musical,
Best Author, Best Composer, and Best
Lyricist. In 1962, the film version of
The Music Man was released. The film
starred Robert Preston and Shirley
Jones (who later starred on the show
The Partridge Family).

Monster
http://www.monster, com
Monster.com is a one stop site for all of your career searching needs.

Career Path
http:ffwww. careerpath. com
Career Path is another beneficial site full o f job search possibilities. :

If you have not caught a
performance of The Music Man here
at Olivet, you still have time. For only
$5, you can see this w onderful
Broadway musical on either Friday
night or Saturday night this weekend.
If you are not able to see it this
weekend, you can still be a part of
Music Man Mania when The Music
Man national torir stops in Chicago
from March 3 to M arch 10 at the
Chicago Theater.

We need YOU!
Have you had an adventure
that you want everyone to
hear about? Did you go on an
awesome missions trip last
summer and want to share
what God did during that time?
Are you from another country
and want to share your story of
how you ended up at Olivet?
E-mail me, Erin Laning, at
elaning@olivet.edu so you
can share your story in the
Features section o f the
GlimmerGlass.
ONU CAMPUS SPECIAL

Accepting Visa, Mastercard, AMEX or Personal Check

U

Job Resources by Regions in the United States
http://cdc.stuaff. duke, edu/stadium/employment/jobresources/
jregion.html
As the title says, this site offers a unique twist by allowing you to look
for job resources according to the US region you are interested in.

Meredith Willson and his wife.
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Arts & Entertainment

Jum p5 and True Vibe: Powerful witnesses
to a new generation of music listeners
By Ryan Cummings
Arts and Entertainment writer

When JumpS (center top photo)
came to Olivet to open for True Vibe,
Chalfant Hall was packed with thou
sands of screaming kids and loyal par
ents. When people started arriving
late, they soon found out that it was a
sold-out concert. The teenagers of
this pop group, who all seem to be
very busy with practice, dance, and
vocal lessons, let me go into their
dressing room after the concert and
chat with them. While they ate pizza
and drank Pepsi, they answered some
questions for me.

Since you are all teenagers, many
people wonder how you guys formed
a group at such a young age. How
did you do it? .
Well we started the group a little over
two and a half years ago, but we’ve
been with the label for about two years
now. We had all been dancing and
singing together prior to signing with
the label. Then we started putting cho
reography together with our different
songs, and that’s basically how we
began.

I know fo r singing and especially
dancing on stage, practice is key to
success. How many hours a day/week
do you guys practice?

Hang out with friends, play video
games, go to the movies, go to foot
ball games, and sit down and watch
T.V. (And of course, the girls all said,
“SHOP!”)

What is the funniest thing that has
happened to you on the road?
We’ve had so many funny moments,
but the most em
barrassing m o
m ent for me
(L ibby),
was
when my pants
ripped on stage in
front of 75,000
people. (Laugh
ter) Yeah, that
was one o f the
funniest. I cried,
but kept on going
throughout our
entire p e rfo r
m ance.
But,
backstage we have a lot of funny mo
ments. Just being kids, we do a lot of
goofing around.

What is your favorite city, or place
where you have performed?
(Screaming) Chicago! Chicago is one
of our best places to perform. We also
like L'.A. and San Francisco, which is
where we filmed our music video for
“Spinning Around.”

We all practice about 4-5 days a week
and 2-4 hours at a time. (You guys

Favorite Cereals?

did a great job with your choreogra
phy on stage, how do you remember
all the moves?) It’s not all that hard
to remember really. It’s like second
nature to all of us because we practice
so much and it’s in our minds. We
love it, and it’s a lot of fun!

Brandon: Lucky Charms, Captain
Crunch, and Fruity Pebbles.
Libby: Captain Crunch and Cinna
mon Toast Crunch.
Brittany: Fruity
Pebbles.

Who are your role models?
ZoeGirl & Avalon.

To some young kids, you are now role
models fo r them. How do you go
about dealing with that?
It’s awesome for one, but it’s also im
portant that we keep our images posi
tive and clean cut. We just like to have
fun, and it’s all about being yourself
on stage. Don’t try to be someone
else. Relax and have fun!

I know that you travel a lot, so what
do you guys do about school? And
what grades are you in?
We are all home schooled and have a
tutor. When we are in town, we go to
her house and sometimes when we are
out of town she’ll come with us. Chris
is in 10th grade, Lesley and I (Bran
don) are in 9th, and Libby and Brit
tany are in 8th.

Being normal teenagers, what are
some things you guys do to have fun
when you aren’t singing?

C h ris: Fruity
Pebbles.
Lesley: Fruity
Pebbles.
Each member of
Jump5 grew up
in the aggressive
dance scene and knew each other for
many years, often competing against
each other. Brandon, Brittany, Chris,
Lesley and Libby practice hard to
perfect their easily-noticed skill of
gymnastics and their young talented
voices. Steven Curtis Chapman, Jaci
Velasquez, and Twila Paris were just a
few that joined Jump5 at the White
House on Valentine’s Day to perform
for the President and First Lady. “Gos
pel music’s roots are distinctly Ameri
can and its message speaks to the ages
uniting people of all backgrounds in
one voice of joyful praise,” said Mrs.
Bush. You can catch this performance
on PAX-TV on March 5th and March
9th. Check your local listings for the
times.

Led by one of the founding
members of the multi-platinum pop
group 98 Degrees, True Vibe (center
bottom photo) has found its own style
and message. One of the group’s goals
is to break some barriers and offer
something new to pop music. “We
don’t want to put our music in a box,”
says member Jason Barton. In a re
cent concert appearance here with
Jum pS,
True
Vibe brought
their ministry of
singing
and
dancing to life
on the stage of
C halfant H all.
Before the con
cert, I had the
opportunity to sit
down w ith the
guys and ask
them a few ques
tions.

Aside from appearing on the David
Letterman Show and singing fo r
Monday Night Football, what ac
complishment do you look back on
the most?
Jo n a th a n : A ppearing on D avid
Letterman and singing at sporting
events was awesome, but the coolest
thing for me was working with kids
with cancer at a hospital. That was a
great accomplishment for me to be able
to see the joy and smiles on all of their
faces. You think the great thing would
be the awards and all, but that’s what
it’s about for “us, changing lives.
Jordan: For me, I guess, I think it’s
really amazing when we give shows,
and people no longer look at us, but
they
look
through us and
see Christ. An
other thing is
when fans come
up to us after
the show and
tell us how
much our songs
influence their
lives.
And
th a t’s really
w hat i t ’s all
about, having fun on stage, yet allow
ing God’s presence to move through
out the entire place.

then, when we formed the group. That
was awesome for me because I saw
how God was totally in control of ev
erything and had my life planned out
for me. He just kept opening doors
for me and led me to True Vibe. Ev
erything else was just icing on the cake.

Since one o f our top majors here is
music, many students want to pur
sue a singing career. Do you guys
have any advice to give?
When we first started, we went to a
mall in Nashville thé first day after
we had signed our record deal. So, to
just get our name out there and get
noticed, we would just go up to people
and ask them if we could sing for them.
We’ve also sung at Long John Silver’s
for food. So, never give up! Even if
people tell you that you can’t do it,
don’t listen to them. Always keep
singing. And, practice, practice, prac
tice!

I f you guys weren’t performing, what
do each o f you think you would be
doing?
Nathan: Leading worship for youth,
either for a church youth group or
traveling around doing youth retreats.
Jordan: I would also be involved in
youth ministry because that is what I
was involved in before I joined True
Vibe.
Jason: I’d be working on a university
campus in some aspect. Not necessar
ily ministry, probably more adminis
tration than anything.
Jonathan: If I weren’t doing music, I
would be acting.

When you guys aren’t touring, or
when you have breaks, what do you
like to do in your spare time?
All of the guys seem to like basket
ball, but for Jonathan, who is married,
he likes to spend time at home hang
ing out and relaxing with his wife.

Favorite Cereal?
Jonathan: Fruit Loops
Nathan: Fruity. Pebbles

Jason: One of my favorite things that Jordan: Cinnamon Toast Crunch
we did this year was a music video for
MTV to the soundtrack for the movie, Jason: Cocoa Pebbles
“On the Line”. I think any opportu
nity that we can take our ministry out Anythingyou would like to say to your
side the Christian community, and fans?
reach a broader audience and people
who may have never heard about Please keep us in your prayers. We
Christ is a neat thing.
all need that; we all need to pray for
each other. Thank you, thank you,
Nathan: The coolest thing for me was and thank you. Thanks for all of your
actually sitting down and signing the support, and please keep listening.
record deal and realizing how faithful (And all the guys said), “Buy our new
God is. I worked so hard to get to CD when it comes out, ‘September,
where I am now and where we were September’”.
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Chapel’s Latest Greatest Folly:
Can Anyone Do Anything Right?
By Courtney Brown

responsibilities of Christians, etc.
It bothers me that some
It struck me second that it all people sit around waiting for faculty
was teetering on the edge of being or administration to “slip up” and say
All right, you can all absolutely ridiculous.
something that doesn’t quite sound
officially add me to the growing list of
And isn’t it wonderful that we like an excerpt of the Nazarene
people who are throwing in their two live in this age of phenomenal
Church’s manual. And when they do,
cents about the now-infamous Movie technology, when things like e-mail,
they’re attacked and forced into the
Chapel of February 13.
for instance, are more than just a position of having to send mass eI personally went to chapel dream, but a reality? Yes, it is
mails to the student body, clarifying
that day, watched a bunch of movie wonderful.
beyond any shadow of a possibly
clips with some enjoyment, having fun
Now let me preface my next misconstrued doubt what position the
recognizing the ones I had seen before, remarks by saying that I am in fact
school promotes.
listened to the comments and fully aware of the good intentions
And it bothers me just a$
commentary given by the panel, took behind the e-mails that we’ve all
much that the faculty get caught up in
it all for what it was worth, understood received. That said, I am also aware,
all of this. Those in charge of teaching
and appreciated the spirit in which it as I know all of you are as well, of the
us, those who are purported to be more
was given, and left. I think I went to politics that go into this sort of thing,
mature, Christian examples for us to
the library to study some physiological the butt-covering that was perhaps a
' be able to emulate, get sucked into this
psychology (back row is the place to considered side effect of such a means
political finagling and semantic tug of
be) and then went to lunch.
of mass communication.
war, too.
It wasn’t until I began to hear ‘
Now, I’m not accusing
In the end, though, after the
little snippets of conversations pop anyone of being anything less than
movie clips and the panel discussion,
ping up in the cafeteria and classes, etc. truthful or promoting some hidden
after the e-mails and the heated
that I realized how much of a Thing agenda, I’m just saying that it’s pretty
debates, I find myself wondering
this particular chapel was becoming.
convenient means of making sure about it all and I try to put a little
Mind you, I know how we are everyone knows what you think while
perspective on it. W e’re talking about
at Olivet and how we latch on to these also covering yourself in the event that
movies here - little strips of film,
kinds of things - we get them in our someone higher up in the chain of
moving pictures that tell stories. Some
teeth and shake them around, smack command might disapprove of those
of those stories are bad. Some of those
them on the ground repeatedly, until things going on here, and we all see
stories shouldn’t be touched with tenall life has completely fled. I guess I that.
foot poles. Some of those stories are
was just hoping against hope that this
But I’m afraid that all the very good. Some of those stories help
would not end up being one of those good intentions (or otherwise) in the
us learn a little bit about ourselves, a
things.
world can’t change the stir that this little bit about being human. Some of
It was a misplaced hope.
thing caused in the first place. All the those stories simply entertain. Some
Maybe I expected too much. good intentions (or otherwise) in the
of those stories fall into the middle
Maybe I was being too unrealistic. But world can’t change the fact that this is
somewhere, overlap different ones of
whatever is was, my hopes for the the sort of thing that gets us worked up
those categories. This is called the
situation were left wholly unrealized. here at Olivet. It is sad to me on several
Grey Area.
I guess I don’t know whether different levels that such a thing has
What do we do about those
the sadder thing is that all kinds of caused so much commotion among
Grey Area movies? We use good
misunderstanding has been bom of both the student body and the faculty.
judgement. We use the brains that God
this or that this is the kind of thing that
It bothers me that students can gave to each of us and decide what is
truly gets us, as a community, really be so immature as to take something
acceptable and what is not. As a
worked up. I guess both are like the February 13 chapel and
conservative school, the school must
regrettable.
purposely take it so completely out of promote a conservative point of view
It struck me first that the the context that it was meant to be in
on this matter as it does on most. This
people I was hearing were getting and use it as grounds to promote their
is something that has never been a
quite worked up about this. thing, own viewpoints which happen to be
secret or hidden from anyone. We are
defending their views, their rights, the more liberal than our school’s.
adults. We know the university’s
Opinions Editor

I’d love to hear from you. Send me your
thoughts, your opinions, criticism, praise and
adulation and anything else you might like to see
in print here (but mostly your praise and adula
tion) to:

Courtney Brown
GlimmerGlass - Opinions
ONU Box 6363
and I ’ll do m y best to stamp it in.

position on things, on the Grey Areas
and we each need to deal with that
responsibly. Let’s all grow up a little,
okay?
Someone named Colette once
said, “You will do foolish things, but
do them with enthusiasm.” I guess
we’ve all got that down pretty well at
this point - goodness only knows all
the enthusiasm that went into every
reaction to this issue. Maybe next we
should all work on not doing foolish
things in the first place. Here’s hoping
- maybe this hope will be a little better
rewarded than my other one.
There are enough more
important things going on in this
world that we should be getting
worked up about but aren’t. People
are starving, being killed, being
misused. Our globe is being polluted,
used up, being killed. And none of
those things are happening as a result
of the kind of movies we watch. Why
don’t we use some of this energy on
more significant, more serious issues
than what someone said in chapel
about R-rated movies.
By the movie rating scale
we’re all adults here. It’s time to act
like it.

The Music Man.
Thursday.
Friday.
Saturday.
Your destiny is
waiting for you
in River City.
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Spiritual Life

Missions In Action Denver
By Stephanie McNelly
Spiritual life writer

MIA? What exactly does that
stand for? My Internal Anxiety? Mom
is Awesome? Marriott is* (you fill in
the appropriate adjective)? Missing in
A ction? W ell, we are definitely
getting closer with that last one.
Actually here at Olivet MIA stands for
Missions in Action, the program where
almost a hundred students head out to
minister. This year 84 students and
10 leaders are headed to nine different
areas of the world to be Jesus’ light.
T hose destin atio n s are: D enver;
Guyana; N icaragua, Health Care;
M iam i; San Francisco; Brisbane;
A ustralia; Italy; R ussia; and
Z im babw e. E ach trip presents
different opportunities for the students
and different challenges, including
raising the appropriate funds. My
assignment was to pick one of the
teams and write about it. The choice
was a no-brainer for me. Last summer,
I had the opportunity to go on the
Denver trip and I wanted to talk to the
people who have that same opportunity
this year. This year the trip to Denver
will be over Spring Break, instead of
in May. There are nine students going:
Jennifer Bast, Lisa Lockwood, Allison
M endez, K atie O nam son, B ruce
P uckett, A im ee Sm ith, R ebecca
Tressler, Alicia Villarreal, and Misty
Walters. The leaider is senior Melissa
S utherland who has w orked at
Crossroads of the Rockies for the past
couple of summers.
Crossroads of the Rockies is
located in a poor, Spanish suburb of
Denver, the mission that Grace Church
of the Nazarene runs. An interesting
fact about G race C hurch and
Crossroads, is that the building is a
former skating rink. When I was there
last summer, I didn’t notice it at first,
but once it was pointed out to me I
could definitely see it. Some walls
have been added, but the building is
long, oblique and curves at the four
comers.
Crossroads has several ministry

opportunities. Morning Ministry is on
Tuesday and Thursdays where the
food and clothing pantries are open.
People come in, attend a Bible Study
and then they spend some time working
on projects for the church. Some
people cut out things for the children’s
ministry, some help clean the church,
som e help clean the grounds.
Honestly, there are a variety of jobs
that can be done. After working for
an hour or so, they are allowed to go
through the clothing pantry and then
they go pick up their food from the
food pantry. (While they were doing
their jobs, volunteers were filling
orders in the pantry, so the bags would.
be ready when they are done). Along
with this ministry, Crossroads runs
programs for kids. When I asked
Melissa what things they would be
doing in Denver she said they would
be running a day camp for the kids,
since they were on spring break as well.

are some of their responses:
“Well, I didn’t really choose to go to
Denver, God chose me to go,” Senior
A llison M endez said. “I initially
planned on spending my spring break
o f my senior year w ith friends,
basking in the sun. However, when
Bill Bahr made the announcement in
chapel that he needed more people for
certain trips, I felt God telling me that
I needed to go. So, here I am.”
“Actually, I signed up to go on
the trip that was originally scheduled
to be during the summer,” Rebecca
Tressler said. “But they changed it to
just the spring break trip, and I felt
strongly enough that I decided I would
still go. I enjoy doing this kind of
thing with my free time. That’s one
of the reasons we have free time.”
“Well, one reason is I didn’t
have any other plans. Who on earth
would rather sit at home getting more
and more bored by the minute when

To go on this trip, each student
had to raise $525 and be willing to
give up his/her spring break. Why
would anyone choose to go on a
m ission trip to a poor, Spanish
community of Denver? Aren’t there
better things to do? I mean come on,
what about basking in the sun? Or
relaxing at home, just vegging in front
of the T.V.? I knew people would be
asking that question, so I gave the
question to the team to answer. Here

they could be out doing something for
the good of somebody else?” Lisa
Lockwood said. “It doesn’t sound
appealing to me, an although I know I
don’t do all I can for other people,
going on a mission trip is a pretty easy,
straightforward way to help.”
In all of the responses, each
person expressed the sentiment that
God had called them to go and they
were only obeying him. I was also
curious as to what they expected to
....
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gain from going to Denver, so again I
posed the question to them and let them
answer:
“I don’t really know What to
expect,” Bruce Puckett said. “I am
looking forward to what I will learn
just from working with a group of
people that I have never had the chance
to work w ith. I think. I m ight be
expecting for my heart to be broken
for these people, and I kind of hope
that it does happen. In short, I expect
to be changed.”
“The only thing that I am really
expecting to gain from this trip is an
unforgettable experience and encounter
with Christ,” Jennifer Bast said.
God is sending out an amazing
group to minister to the people of
Denver, although I can attest to the fact
that they will be ministered to far more
than they will actually minister. God
will work in their lives and will show
them such amazing things that they
will be utterly and totally amazed.
God is already at work in their group.
Aimee Smith relayed this story to me:
“Like everyone else going on mission
trips, I did not know where I would
come up with the money, but I decided
not to worry about it, but to give it
over to God. So, over tim e, I
somehow managed to raise $400 more
than I needed. This allowed Alicia
Villarreal, who did not think she would
be able to go because of lack of funds,
the chance to go and do work for God.”
Denver and all the other trips will leave
these students changed and challenged
as long as they are open to what God
is trying to tell them. In the words of
Melissa Sutherland, “It’s not about
results. We are just being faithful to
what the life of Jesus calls us to.”

Then I turned my thoughts to
consider wisom, and also
madness and folly. What more
can the king’s successor do
than what has already been
done? I saw that wisdom is
better than folly, just as light
is better than darkness. The
wise man has eyes in his head,
while the fool walks in the
darkness; but I came to realize
that the same fate overtakes
them both. Then I though in
my heart, “The fate of the fool
will overtake me also. What
then do I gain by being
wise?” I said in my heart,
“This too is meaningless.” For
the wise man, like the fool,
will not be long remembered;
in days to come both will be
forgotten. Like the fool, the
wise man too must die!
Ecclesiastes 2:12-16 (NIV)

By Sue Ellen Rattin

THERE

from here. For me, that has been one
After the war, the family moved you to stop and wait for directions.
o f the m ost profound truths in to Whidbey Island north of Seattle.
I have been at O livet since
When I enrolled at Olivet in Christian growth. My growth as a
It was while I lived on the island, 1990. After my first year at ONU,
the fall of 1966,1 was under duress. I Christian has been dependent on how
literally isolated from all that was my first husband left and returned to
didn’t want to attend Olivet. I had I allow C hrist to teach me the
familiar and comfortable, that God Washington. Three months later my
been accepted at a p restigious principles o f getting THERE from
taught me my deepest lessons about mother died, and six weeks after mom
university in Illinois, and my first here.
To
get how to get THERE from here. He led died, my younger son moved into
choice was to move to'the state school, THERE from here, Jesus changed my
me through episodes of debilitating Chapman Hall to begin his experience
join a sorority, and live the good life mind about wanting to transfer to the
illn ess, m arital crisis, teenage at Olivet. I was alone in a community
with most of my closest friends from
state university. He led me to stay at rebellion, and the loss of parents.
where I had few friends, and I didn’t
high school. The pastor o f the Olivet where He set about helping me
During that difficult era of my life, I know what to do, or where to turn, or
Nazarene Church in our community prepare for my life’s work. At Olivet
learned to say with Job, “None of these how to get THERE from here. This
convinced my father that I would be I majored in English education and
things move m e.” Through these time I didn’t even know where THERE
safe, well-protected, and closer to minored in speech. While I was a
events, I learned that while it was was.- I was terrified, broken, and
home if I went to a church school, so student at Olivet, I enjoyed being an
important for me to start to do God’s desperately defeated. For my 25th
my dad told me in no uncertain terms RA in McClain Hall, attending prayer
will, it was also important that I keep wedding anniversary, I got a divorce.
that he would not pay for my education band, being
nom inated
for going when the temptation was to quit. I felt abandoned, betrayed, and angry.
unless I went to Olivet. I argued with, homecoming queen, making W ho’s
I learned that getting THERE from I refused to start anything, and I didn’t
him the entire summer after graduation W ho, and learning from L ottie
here meant that I must never, never, want to think about how to keep
from high school, but he wouldn’t Phillips, Gunnell Jordan, and Moody
never give up trying to realize God’s going. I wanted to quit and give up
change his mind. The best I could do Johnson, to nam e a few o f my
dreams for my life.
learning about how get THERE from
was get him to agree that if, after the wonderful professors. I loved the rich
For twenty years I lived in here. W ith infinite patience and
first semester, I was still miserably fellowship of other students who loved
Washington, learning that God was tenderness, Jesus,, precious Jesus,
unhappy about attending Olivet, he God and went on to be teachers,
faithful in the hills and valleys of life.
taught me my most important lesson.
would let me transfer to the state
businessm en, pastors, d istric t In tim e, however, I found m yself When you can’t start, or keep going,
university. So, I packed up and headed
superintendents, m issionaries, and headed back to the flat-lands o f just stop and wait and rest. That’s what
out for Bourbonnais, confident that I even college presidents. I’m so proud
Illinois. While I lived in Washington, I did. I waited, and I rested. In time,
could survive the fall semester and of all of them. After graduating from
I worked at a series o f community Jesu s gave me a new, ex citing,
move on to the state school in the Olivet in 1970,1 joined my husband
colleges teaching developmental
ambitious, challenging THERE to get
spring. Little did I know that when I
who had enlisted in the Air Force to
to
from my here.
arrived at O livet, I would find a avoid being drafted into the Army and
In the fall of 1992, I enrolled
treasure that would change my life.
grow th as a in a doctoral
being sent to Viet Nam. We moved to “M y
program at the same state
Not long after moving into my Georgia for his flight training, and
university
I
dreamed
of attending when
has been
dorm room (Williams Hall - fourth- after flight school, he was assigned as . C h ristian
floor - quad side) and settling into the a C-141 pilot to the Military Airlift dependent on how I allow I was a young high school graduate in
the spring of 1966. The lessons I had
routine of academic life, it. was time
C om m and base in Tacoma, Christ to teach me the learned over the years about getting
. for fall revival. Church services in
Washington. We left Georgia and
THERE from here helped me start my
general and revival services in moved to the Pacific Northwest.
p rin cip les o f g ettin g program and keep going in spite of
particular hadn’t been much of a part There I was, a flat-lander, plucked
m eeting and m arrying my second
of my life to that point. I had gone to from the cornfields of Illinois and the THERE from here.”
husband, the man o f my dream s,
Sunday school and Bible school as a swamps of Georgia and set in the
working through the challenges of a
kid, but I wasn’t too impressed with mountainous terrain of the Cascade English composition and reading.
blended
family, and struggling through
religion. Once in Bible school the
and Olympic Mountains. I couldn’t When the boys were little, J worked the rigors of course work, qualifying
pastor’s wife used an apple to represent know then that living in Washington part tim e. As they grew, my
exams, and the dissertation. The Lord
the rebellious black heart o f the
would metaphorically reflect the peaks opportunities to teach grew. By the helped me stop when I needed to stop
unforgiven. She had cut a piece out and valleys of my spiritual journey for time the boys were in high school, I
of an apple and had colored the inside the next twenty years, and that Jesus was working full time as the director and listen to directions, and He helped
black with a magic marker. When she would teach me in profound ways o f a learning center at a community me to never, never, never give up.
L ast M ay I graduated from the
took out that blackened piece, from much more about getting THERE college in our town.
what appeared to be a perfectly good from here.
One providential day, I got a University of Illinois with a Ph.D. in
Education. I give Jesus all of the glory
apple, I sort o f knew that she was
Early in my journey with Jesus, call from Olivet asking me to consider • and praise because in every single one
talking about me and my heart, but I He taught me that when getting coming here to be the director of the
o f my life circum stances, He has
didn’t know what to do about it, so I THERE from here is fraught with Learning Development Center. Wow!
dismissed it. During revival at Olivet, obstacles, sometimes the thing to do That was a really a big “how do I get helped me get THERE from here.
Oh, by the way, if you are
the evangelist explained again how a is just to start.. Since my husband was THERE from here” question for the
w
ondering
about" why all o f the
heart blackened by rebellion and sin away from home supporting the war Lord. Well, as usual He told me to
THEREs
are
bigger and bolder than
could be made clean in Jesus Christ.
effort, I was, in effect, a single parent Start and keep going. So, we packed the heres, there is a reason. If you are
My heart was stirred, and I made my most of the time coping with two up all that we owned into two Rider
way out of my chapel seat and went to rambunctious boys who created lots trucks. Now, early in the moving willing to start, keep going, and wait
the altar in the front of Chalfant Hall •of opportunities to ask God how to process I realized that because there for God’s direction, the bigger and
to pray. There I found life’s dearest get THERE from here. I soon learned were two trucks, I would be required bolder the dreams and hopes and goals
treasure. Jesus cleansed my heart and that I could take Jesus at his word and to drive one. Even though I had o f your THERE are, the less the
made me a new creation, and from that that when obstacles arose to hinder NEVER driven a truck, I figured I circum stances o f your here will
day to this, He has been leading me God’s will for my life, I could and could handle the 5-day, 2,500-mile trip matter. With God’s help, I encourage
through life and teaching me about would accomplish what He had given from Washington to Illinois. After all, you to dream big, set your sights high,
and believe that He will help you get
getting THERE from here.
me to do if I would just start. With I knew how to start and how to keep THERE from here.
Now,
y o u ’re
probably His help, I was able to deal with both going. What I didn’t know was that
wondering what I mean by getting the ridiculous and the sublim e. I when you are driving a truck with a
THERE from here. Getting THERE learned to unclog toilets by myself, cab over the top of the truck, you
The kingdom of heaven is
is getting to where God wants us to be com fort m ilitary w ives w hose should stop before you hit the eaves
like treasure hidden in a field. When
(know ing His w ill, finding His husbands had been listed as killed or of the motel where you are staying. I
a man found it, he hid it again, and
purposes, dreaming His dreams, and missing in action, wait in the military also didn’t know that if you take the
then in his joy went and sold ail he
reaching His goals) from where we hospital while my baby had surgeries right fork on 1-80 in Idaho, you will
had and bought that field.
find ourselves here and now. I have to correct his club feet, lead worship run out of gas in Utah, and your
A gain, the kingdom o f
found as I journey with Jesus that He in junior church with yet another traveling companions will have to put
heave« is like a mearchant looking
requires me to change. He leads me broken tape player, and spend six out an APB (All Points Bulletin) to
for fine pearls. When he found one
in ways and into things that I don’t Christmas holiday seasons in a row find you. Now, I already knew that
of great value, he went away and sold
expect, and He allows things to happen wondering if my husband and his crew God would help me to start, and .He
everything he had and bought i t
to me that hurt; but through it all He w ere in Laos, T hailand, the would keep me going, but on that trip
Matthew 13: 44-45 (NIV)
I learned to listen to when God tells
has always helped me get THERE Philippines, or Viet Nam.
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Ask Cap’n Slappy
By Cap’n Slappy
Study Break writer
Huzzah! Never fear, faithful
readers. . . I have ESCAPED from Hills
Hall RA Jon Seal’s evil closet, and am
back to answer your questions with the
enthusiasm o f newly found freedom!
Anyway, don’t forget—you can always
e-m ail me y o u r questions at
slappvcaptain @hotmail. com or just
drop yo u r inquiries o ff at the
GlimmerGlass office. Now, onto the
inquiries into my wisdom!
Dear Cap’n,
I am a freshman here at ONU ma
joring in Biology, and I can’t help but
feel left out. It’s not that I’m not out
going, because I have that to spare!
It’s just that I cannot find a good clique.
to run around with. Is it just me, or
are there no more people out there my
age who still like the Im perials,
Carman, the Gaither Vocal Band, and
Sandi Patti? Any insight you could
give would be a great help.
Desperately,
Gospel Listener
Dear Gospel,
Fear not, young one! There ARE
those that are ju st like you! I t’s just
that you are in the wrong major. For
bands like that, y o u ’d need to be a
Music major! Only those that hold
themselves as a higher order o f human
can truly appreciate the groups you

mentioned. Then again, that’s not ac
counting fo r taste...! Have fun with
your m elodically-inclined friends,
Gospel! .
Hi, Cap’n!
Recently, we had a chapel service
about movies, and I was not amused.
I found no basis for the slime that
passed as entertainment in that service.
How could they show pieces of R-rated
movies at a campus that still has prob
lems showing ANY movies?
Patiently, ’
Rated G
Vo, G!
•
I wasn’t at the chapel in question,
as I was getting a well-deserved pedi
cure at this great place I know. How
ever, I wasfortunate enough to receive
in-depth playrby-plays via campus
wide emails from President Bowling
and Chaplain Bill Bray. Thank good
nessfo r these two men, doing their best
to uphold the politics o f the church!
Because o f this, I can give you a re
sponse that is well researched and thor
ough...
I just don ’t know. Next question!
CAP’N SLAPPY,
My entire life is crumbling
around me. My friends have disowned
me, my family is angry with me, and
my girlfriend broke up with me,

ter than me? Shouldn’t it be MY deci
sion, to marry the, girl I loye, not our
parents, not our friends or pastors, not
our professors that check her hand for
a ring every time she enters the class
room?
Frustrated,
Hooked-Up
Dear Hooked,
. It is most certainly your choice,
though I hope you let God in on it,
too. Without His blessing (and her
AGAIN! To make matters worse, my fa th e r ’s ... ALWAYS get the fa th e r ’s
grades are slipping, my professors are blessingfirst or you ’re shotgun stew!),
getting sick o f my excuses, and I you’re following YOUR will, not His.
haven’t even been doing my devo-‘ Oh, yeah—you might want to let the
tions! What did I do to deserve this? girl know, too! Have fun!
Can I help it if I find Barry Manilow’s
music beautiful? Help!
Well, there’s another issue done fo r all
Sincerely,
o f you faithful Olivetians! Until next
Terry Manl’mLow
. time, be kind to your roonties, care
fully choose your movie choices, and
Dear Man I ’m Low,
most o f all, GET SOME SLEEP!
Stop whining. You reap what you sow.
Zei Gezundt!'
u'
The Cap’n
Cap’n Slappy,
My girlfriend, and I have been go
Have a question for about any
ing out for almost three years now,
and it seems that every direction I turn, thing that you’d like Cap’n Slappy to
people are asking me when we’re get answ er? Ju st em ail him at:
ting married! It’s perfectly natural at •slappvcaptain@hotmail.com
a cam pus like this, I guess, but Or visit the advice forum at: http://
shouldn’t it be my decision to get web/cms and he’ll answer your letters
married, not some haggle of giggly in this here GlimmerGlass\ Huzzah!
girls that assume they must know bet
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Study Break Contest

mm

How well do you really know O livet’s faculty? Do you knovv professors from ail over campus or just the ones in your depart“ ment? H ere is your chance to prove how much you have learned about Olivet profs. The first five people who can match the follow£ ing professors with the departments they work in will win fabulous prizes, including a free meal in the Red Room. Good luck!

H
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Brock Schroeder
David Van Heemst
Russell Lovett
Shiriee McGuire
Stephen Brown
Dwight Ginn
Don Reddick
Mike LaReau
Stephen Lowe
1 0 . Jay Martinson
.. j 8 b ; v

A. Religion
B. Communication
C. English
D. Music
E. Geology
E Social Work
G. History
H. Biology
I. Mathematics
J. Political Science.
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The scissor-happy roommate
By Erin Rumbley
Executive editor

The story you are about to
read is true. The names have been
changed to protect the innocent.
The whole ordeal started out
quietly enough. “My hair needs to be
cut,” Gertrude remarked to her
roommate Bertha.
“I’ll cut it for you,” Bertha
replied. The implications of this
statement went completely unnoticed
by the two girls, but it gave them
something to think about for the next
few weeks.
“Would you really cut my
hair?” Gertrude asked on several
occasions.
. “Of course I would,” Bertha
always replied. “We just need to set a
time to do it.” With that, the wheels
were turning in Gertrude’s mind and
she was ready to let her roommate,
who was feeling (and acting) very
confident with scissors, cut her hair.
Two or three weeks passed
before anything new developed in the
situation. The girls talked about
“cutting my hair” every few days, but
until a certain Tuesday, thie hadn’t
followed through with any of the times
they set up. On that day, however,
everything fell into place and they
were ready to start cutting. (Before,
going any further into this story,
please note that Bertha had no previous
hair cutting experience, except for
possibly a trim or two, but nothing that
qualified her to start chopping
Gertrude’s hair. Despite her lack of
experience, however, she was more
than willing to jump in and begin the
process...the funny thing was that
Gertrude was more than willing to let
her do it!)
“I don’t really care what it
looks like,” Gertrude said just before
they began. “If you cut too much or
mess it up, I’ll just go someplace and
have them fix it for me.”
With those reassuring words,
Bertha was ready to start cutting.
Before she started, however, she
enlisted the help of the girls’ next door

neighbor, Penelope. Penelope was
excited to help out and was full of
advice as Bertha began the process.
They also asked the opinion of their
RA, Bretta, whose mother cut hair “for
real” and who knew a little (ok...a
lot..) more about the process than
either Bertha or Penelope.
Bretta agreed with the ap
proach Bertha was taking and helped
her decide how much to cut off and
where to layer it. Then she left the girls
to their snipping and went back to her
room to study.
Everything started out easily
enough, with Bertha cutting, Penelope
supervising and Gertrude alternately
wincing and smiling as she listened to
their dialogue.
“Ooh...maybe a little too
much there” (wince) “Hhhm...that
looks good, you think?” “Looks good
to me!” (smile) “Whoops!” (wince),
“OK, that’s better...” (smile) “What
do you think, Pene?” “Urn...looks
good to me.” (smile)
After , several minutes • of
concentrated energy,’ Bertha had
finished the back o f Gertrude’s hair,
and to her credit, it looked pretty good.
Now, the real adventure began —
cutting the layers in front to frame her
face.
“OK, I think I know how to
do this,” Bertha mumbled under her
breath. “We’ll just cut a little angle
here and then...”
. ' “Um, that looks weird,”
Gertrude remarked as she watched
Bertha prepare to cut. Bertha,
however, paid no attention and kept on
with what she was doing..
“There we go,” she said to
herself, and then, “Whoops!!” Penelope
could hold it back no longer at that
point and busted out laughing.
‘,‘Hahaha, that so looks like something
from the 70s!” she laughed.
. “Uni...Bertha!??!” Gertrude
said softly. “Let me see...” When she
looked into the mirror, she was
confronted with the reality of what

Bertha had just done. While the back style that looked great, and Bertha
of her hair was cut relatively straight possessed the knowledge that she
and even, just where the front should didn’t know much about cutting hair,
taper to meet the sides, it was chopped Penelope also learned a lesson about
off. Somehow, instead of angling her vacuum cleaner, which is another
down when she was cutting, Bertha cut story. To make it short and sweet,
almost straight across the front section though, Kathie, Bonnie and Alexa’s
of her roommate’s hair so that it lay in dream of a “reverse function” on a
two very different lengths; one long vacuum cleaner was realized when
length and the other cut right Bertha was using Penelope’s dust
underneath Gertrude’s chin, “What buster to clean up the mess of hair,
did I do???” Bertha moaned to herself. Somehow, the hair clogged up the
“You have to do something!” sweeper, and before the girls knew
Penelope said through her laughter. “I what was happening, the vacuum
think you should just cut it all off right cleaner was spitting hair all over their
there!”
floor and making a bigger mess than
“NO!!!” Gertrude interjected they had before. Needless to say, after
at that point. “It’s not going any the events of the evening, that only
shorter!” But there was no way the added to the hilarity of the three girls
girls could leave it the way it was. At and they had a long stress-relieving
least, not if they expected poor laugh about it.
Gertrude to go out into public.
“Afy hair needs to be cut, ”
“Let’s get Bretta,” Penelope Bertha’s friend Robin stated. “Would
suggested and the other two were more y°u cut my hair,. Bertha?” she asked
than willing to agree. So they called innocefitly.
Bretta in and let her take over the
Bertha’s reply? “Not on your
scissors. After a few minutes of Bfe!”
deciding what to do and a few more o f .
If you have ever done
cutting and trimming and measuring, ’anything remotely embarrassing or
Bretta finished the job with an funny on campus (or off campu.s!) that
apparent ease. She fixed, the m e sa . y°u wouldn’t mind having everyone
Bertha had made by cutting all of it read about (with the names changed, of
another inch or two shorter and then course!),- send your story idea to
tapering the front down. The three GlimtnerGlass, Box 6024. We d love
girls were
to read (and write!) about you.
amazed at
the way she
worked and
created a
new style
Your headquarters for solo accompani
f
o
r
Gertrude.
ment cassettes and CDs. We have doz

SOLOISTS

By the end
of
the
whole ord e a l ,
G e r tr u d e
was
the
p r o u d
bearer of a
new hair-

ens in stock with new titles arriving regularly.
795 N. Kennedy Drive
Kankakee, IL. 60901
815/933-8229
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Sports

Student-athletes attend FCA
Midwest College Retreat

The Skinny...
Basketball(M)
(24-7,10-2 regular season final)
vs. Purdue-Clumet
W 88-71
vs. East-West
W 84-45
at. St. Francis
W76-7 OT
at. S t Xavier
L 70-79
at ITT
W 80-56
vs. tU-South Bend
W 103-72

ì;

By Chip Maxson
FCA President
Olivet was well represented
at the retreat this year with 24 students.
This was the largest of any of the
groups.
The event took place at the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes Na
tional Conference Center in Marshal,
IN. The students spent the weekend
of February 8-10 in the company of
other FCA organizations from Colleges
in the midwest region.
The theme for the retreat was
“The Next level” and the speaker was
Lance Brown, The Spiritual Coordi
nator for Vanderbilt University foot

ball team. He challenged everyone to
not lose focus and strive to “do what
ever it takes to reach that next level in
a relationship with Jesus Christ.”
Praise and worship was lead
by a very talented up-and-coming
band from Indiana Wesleyan called
bliss.
The weekend was full of ath
letic challenges w here ONU was
strongly represented. Olivet athletes
won die 3-on-3 basketball competition
and took second in the 3-on-3 volley
ball. Throughout the huddle compe
titions (competitions of small groups)

Basketball(W)
(19-17 regular season
at Cardinal Stritch
at St. Francis
at Purdue-Calumet
at irr
vs. St. Francis
vs. Calumet College
vs. IU-South Bend
at St. Xavier
CCAC Quarterfinals
vs. IIT

ral

final)
L 50-94
W 79-71
W 74-57
W 84-53
L 62-70
W 79-47
L 39-53
L 68-88

ONU showed great play and even bet
ter sportsmanship.
The Huddle times also gave
student-athletes and opportunity to
meet with athletes from other schools.
The other schools represented were
North Central, Southern Illinois, Ball
State, Purdue, Wabash, and Taylor.
The athletic competition provided an
W 93-44
opportunity for everyone to glorify
God through his or her abilities.
Scores reported as they appear
The weekend was a great time
on O livet’s A thletic’s Web site at
of renewal and fun for everyone that
www. o live t edu/a thletics .
attended.
;• ":v- ■.
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Morrical than you need to
know:
Baseball is throwing season a curve
By Christopher Morrical
Sports columnist

Take out a sheet of paper, a
pencil, and two aspirins. This stuff
might give you a headache.
Major League Baseball Com
missioner Bud Selig, after announc
ing that two teams would J?e liminated
before spring training, has now an
nounced that contraction has been put
on hold for at least one season.
So now it will be business as
usual for the Minnesota Twins and the
MontrealExpos. Well, at least for the
Twins. The Expos don’t have a clue
as to what is going on.
Get ready, here comes the

painful part.
Jeffrey Loria, owner of the
Expos, has sold the team to major
league baseball. Now all of the other
owners have a small claim to the team.
John Henry, who owns the
Florida Marlins and 1% of the New
York Yankees, bought the Boston Red
Sox. At this point he owns three teams,
but there is a rule that only one team
can be owned at a time. There is an
ongoing controversy in Boston be
cause the former owners did not ac
cept the highest bid for the team in
what was supposed to have been an
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auction.
Henry then sold the Marlins
to Loria who took Expos manager Jeff
Torborg and the rest of Torborg’s staff
with him to Florida.
My temples are throbbing al
ready. Now where did I put those as
pirin?
Don’t worry; the news gets
better from here.
The Expos have hired the first
Hispanic general manager in profes
sional sports: Omar Minaya. This is
good news, and not to put a damper
on it, but when your team is expected
to die in October, what Can he possi
bly do? There is no need to trade for
stars because there may be no team
next season. And there is no need to
trade his own stars because there is no
definite guarantee of the Expos being
eliminated yet.
And now on to possibly the
best baseball news in a long time:
Donald Watkins is attempting to pur
chase the Minnesota Twins from Carl
Pohlad. The important thing here is
not the selling of the team, but the sell
ing of the team to, a black man. A
black man has never owned a major
league franchise. Not in the MLB, not
in the NBA, not in the NFL and cer
tainly not in the NHL. Baseball has
been around since the mid-1800s, but

blacks continue to struggle getting
front office positions. There are a few
now holding general manager and
manager positions, but not many.
I know it isn’t common for a
colum nist to switch topics in the
middle of his story, but I feel this has
some merit. Neely Hall Council (here
at SIUC) recently held a bowling night
in which some handicapped people and
underprivileged kids got to come and
bowl with us for free. It is a matter
of opinion whether bowling is a sport
or just a game, but we had a lot of
fun. It was without a doubt the best
time I have had since moving here.
Although the kids had more interest
in the McDonald’s that they were eat
ing than the actual bowling, I had a
blast.
This just goes to show you
that if you try something, you might
like it. In fact, maybe this baseball
season I’ll skip out on watching the
game and go bowling.
Well, maybe not. Let’s not
go crazy here.
Christopher Morrical is a student at
SIUC and is a regular contributor to
the Glimmerglass.

